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Williams: Response to Kristina Marcy's "Review Essay"

Response to Kristina Marcy's "Review Essay"
by Carol Williams
Like most white South Carolinians of my generation, I have various
strands of European ancestry: Scots-Irish, English, German, Swiss, and since
my name is "Williams," probably Welsh by way of England, then Ulster.
However, it was the Swiss strand that I was most conscious of when growing
up because I knew a little more about it. A grandmother often talked to us
children about "our people," about "dear old Grandfather," whose own
grandfather had come from Switzerland in the mid-eighteenth century: George
Sightler (Seitler, Siteler, Sitler); and we had a written history of his family in
South Carolina.
When I was young, I thought of George Sightler as coming alone. Later I
learned that thousands of Swiss had immigrated to America in his day, many
to South Carolina. But why would such independent, patriotic people leave
their beloved valleys and mountains to come here, of all places? Why would
Heidi come to the Congaree Swamp? In 1977 I decided to learn more about
these immigrants and write their story, not as history but as a work of the
imagination. Yet the story must be true. I would show their time and place as
accurately as I could.
In The Switzers, I used three facts from our family history: (1) roughly the
time George Sightler came, around 1758; (2) the site where he bought fifty
acres of "fresh land" instead of claiming the one hundred fifty acres he was
entitled to under the township settlement plan of 1755; (3) his marriage in
Charleston to a "young lady from Amsterdam," who I learned later was
Elizabeth Myers.
Now the major characters in The Switzers are fictitious and the opening
events in their lives are an imaginative attempt to answer the question as to
why the couple married in Charleston. Their personal story in all three novels
is wholly the result of my imagination, yet I tried to deal honestly with the facts
of history in their day. In 1977, I envisioned this novel as beginning with their
immigration from Switzerland and ending with the Revolutionary War since
George and his surviving son, Henry, born 1760, are said to have fought in it;
nothing is said of the first son, Jacob. I certainly did not plan three
novels-The Switzers, Brightness Remembered, and By Wonders and by
War-the last of which would take over seven years to write. But as I began
reading, more and more chapters, events, and complexities unfolded. I began
to understand why George bought his small acreage. In 1758 the unclaimed
land between the Saluda and the Broad rivers.was too dangerous a place to take
a bride.
40
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When I began this work, I never intended to write about Indians. But there
they were, passing back and forth between Charleston and their Lower Towns,
less than a mile from George's house, on an ancient path known as the Old
Cherokee Road, later as the Old State Road. And so in addition to reading
about expatriate Swiss merchants in Amsterdam and the unpaved streets of
Charleston in 1758, I must learn more about these particular Native Americans,
not only from the settlers' letters home, but from travel accounts of people like
the naturalist, William Bartram, adventurers such as James Adair, as well as
from Corcoran's Cherokee Frontier, Conflict and Survival, 1740-62. 88 The
Cherokee War happened and had to be part of the story.
The February 2002 issue of the Swiss American Historical Society Review
contains a Review Essay, "Reflections on Three Novels by Carol Williams,"
by Kristina Marcy. After reading the Review Essay, which is generous in praise
of some aspects of these novels but highly critical of others, I decided that
some of the criticisms called for a response-for two reasons: (1) The
organization largely responsible for the publication of the three novels is a
historical society. I believe its members should be assured of the historical
integrity of works on which its name appears. (2) Since the Society does not
usually publish works of the imagination (fiction), perhaps members will like
to learn from the writer what was involved in their creation. How did these
novels come to be?

The Switzers
The Review Essay labels Johannes Lienhardt's anti-slavery view
"anachronistic." "This sort of precocious insight, while it renders Johannes
more accessible to the modem reader, does a disservice to the historical
accuracy that Williams so clearly hopes to achieve."
Fairly early in my reading ofletters of Swiss immigrants, I noted that a few
Swiss disapproved of what they found here. Johann Ulrich Giessendanner, the
Pietist goldsmith from the Toggenburg, who became a lay preacher in
Orangeburg, wrote in 173 7, "The poor blackamoors are kept very hard as
slaves by the Christians. And the Christians also mostly inflict suffering."
Samuel Dyssli, a devout man of the humbler sort, was appalled at what he saw
in "Carlstatt" (Charleston). In 1737 he wrote home, "They bring big shiploads
of these people from the African land of the blackamoors, they are then offered
in the market and sold the way a head of cattle is sold." 89 One cannot claim that
such attitudes among the Swiss were typical. Certainly, a number of prosperous
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second-generation Swiss bought slaves as did whites of other ancestry. But not
all did. The inventory of Christian Keller, from whom George Sightler bought
his fifty acres, lists no slaves. I found several others like his. But most of the
inventories preserved in the state archives come from the more well-to-do
Gallmans, Fridays, Geigers, and Drehers of the second generation. Acquisition
of much land usually meant acquisition of labor.
The South Carolina of 1750-1810 was not the South Carolina of 1860. I
have not done a study of anti-slavery sentiment in the eighteenth century, but
I do know that James Gilleland, who was born in Lincoln County, North
Carolina, in 1769 and served various South Carolina churches as a Presbyterian
minister, stated in 1796 that he could not receive the advice of Synod to refrain
from expressing his opposition to slavery from the pulpit. He resigned his
charge in 1804 and moved to Ohio. So did Robert G. Wilson in 1805. Born in
York District, South Carolina, in 1768, ordained to the ministry in 1794,
Wilson served churches in upper South Carolina for eleven years. Offered a
professorship of modem languages at the new College of South Carolina
shortly before he moved, he declined it because of his anti-slavery views. 90
Most South Carolina Quakers were opposed to slavery and moved out in the
early 1800' s. Local historian Horace Harmon remarked that it took Newberry
County many years to recover from the loss of these prosperous farmers, whose
departing wagon trains were from five to ten miles long. In 1784 the Methodist
General Conference stated that slave-owning was a serious offence, and in
1800 slave ownership was forbidden to Methodist clergy. 91 Again the South
Carolina of 1750-1800 and thereafter was not the South Carolina of 1820,
when, according to historian David Duncan Wallace, "freedom of thought on
slavery had virtually disappeared. " 92 Sadly by that time most religious leaders
had accommodated themselves to the institution. Yet it was not until 1835 that
the Abolitionist sisters, Sarah and Angelina Grimke, moved north. They were
members of a wealthy, slave-owning Charleston family descended from
German and Huguenot eighteenth-century immigrants.
One should note that the earlier opponents of slavery were people of strong
religious convictions: the goldsmith Giessendanner, the pious servant Dyssli,
Presbyterian ministers, many Methodists, and most Quakers. Hence, is it
anachronistic, "a presentist mentation," to show a young Swiss immigrant of
religious sensibility, who is not illiterate, who had been used to borrow books
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from and discuss matters with his pastor in Wildhaus, as being opposed to
slavery?
The whole story in South Carolina is a complex and unhappy one. But
perhaps all of us are too prone to view other sections of the country according
to stereotyped or superficial impressions. Years ago a friend from New York
State told me, "That's just how people think of the South." A friend in Maine,
after reading By Wonders and by War, said, "I never knew anybody in the
South was against slavery."
I have no documentation to prove that Johannes Lienhardt's revulsion at
having to destroy the Cherokee's summer crops was authentic. I don't claim it
was typical. But the Review Essay misreads and misstates his attitude when it
speaks of his "sympathy and admiration for his Cherokee adversary." Rather
his is a recognition of common humanity, the distress of a farmer who loves
fields and crops at having to destroy them, who recognizes in the flimsier
Cherokee houses he must destroy objects like those in his own house.
We must ask the question: Is recognition of the enemy as human an
unrealistic phenomenon or one that belongs only to our day? Another question:
Are the moral sensitivities of the early twenty-first century more advanced than
those of the eighteenth-or of the first, for that matter? (Or, as in the issue of
slavery, are we today less prone to embrace material advantage when it
conflicts with ethical values?)
Yes, in all wars men must learn the discipline of absolute obedience, and
in effect to regard the enemy as a gun, a tank, apposition to be destroyed, a
bunker to be cleared. Certainly, those who fought the Cherokee could know no
compunction. Lieutenant Colonel James Grant was later criticized severely for
not carrying the war more destructively into the Middle Towns. But most
backcountry settlers knew no compunction, not at Rhall' s Fort ( The Switzers,
p. 210). Madle's little friend, Polly, said she'd have none (p. 207). And
Johannes too did his duty. But on p. 273 of the novel, Jack Swaggery, who says
he's known Indians all his life, says also what Johannes might have said if he'd
had the words and the knowledge, what an older, wiser Rudi tried to teach his
son Jemmy (By Wonders and by War, 418 ff)" ... but ifye go to killing just to
be killing, forget it's people on the other side ... " Yet as the Essay rightly
observes, the answer must be, "Ah, Jack Swaggary, how're ye going to shoot
at 'em, if ye go to thinking like that?"
And so, the Essay states, " ... we must disabuse ourselves of the notion that
people in the past thought and felt as we do."
Really? Again the question: Is it only in the moral enlightenment of our
present day that we can see humanity in our enemies? Many of us knew
veterans of World War II, the "good war," who would never talk of their
experiences. Men tell me that confronting the enemy as a person is different
from confronting him as a gun. There is considerable anecdotal evidence from
older wars to bear this out, evidence of risk-taking to do good, of devastating
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss3/5
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grief at the remembrance of cruel necessities. I believe that human nature has
not changed down through the centuries. People can be as cruel in 2002 as they
were four millennia ago. There are also possibilities of altruistic, even
sacrificial goodness today as there have ever been.
Around 800 B.C. Homer told of the aged King Priam's visit to the tent of
Achilles, the implacable enemy and slayer of the king's son, Hector. As the old
Trojan knelt before the fierce Greek to beg for his son's body, Achilles
stretched out his hands, "the terrible man-killing hands," at first gently to
remove the old man, later to raise him. Achilles thought of his own father and
the two wept together for their losses in war. Sentimental? No, true.

Brightness Remembered
The Review Essay contains two major criticisms of this novel. The first is
that in an attempt to make a complex and "poorly understood" series of events
comprehensible, the novelist arbitrarily chooses one "version" of it. "There is
no solid historical ground on which to construct a novel."
Indeed, the period of the Regulator-Moderator troubles in colonial South
Carolina, not to be confused with the Regulator period in North Carolina, was
murky in some ways, perhaps because it was overshadowed by the events of
the next decade. Today most South Carolinians know little or nothing about it.
Some older South Carolina histories either omitted it or gave it cursory or
incomplete treatment. But more recent scholarship has remedied this lack.
Dr. Walter Edgar, the Claude Henry Neuffer Professor of Southern Studies
at the University of South Carolina, includes a fairly detailed account of the
Regulator period in his comprehensive South Carolina-A History (1998). Dr.
Edgar cites the same sources that were used in the novel: the survey of Richard
J. Hooker, Professor of History Emeritus, Roosevelt University, in The South
Carolina Backcountry on the Eve of the Revolution, 93 and of course Maxwell
Brown's extensive treatment, The South Carolina Regulators, documented at
length with primary sources. 94 Dr. Edgar also cites the more recent work of
Rachel Klein, not available when I was writing the novel and, less frequently,
other works I read. 95 The fact is that his account does not differ from the one
presented in the novel. I fail to understand how anyone conversant with
present-day scholarship can call the period "poorly understood."
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Yes, the situation was complex but not unique in history. What began as
an attempt to bring order and justice in the absence of organized government
deteriorated into injustice and cruelty because of personal vendettas and the
corruption of power. Such situations are not unknown in 2002. Of course, in
the South Carolina backcountry of 1768, the leaders were not called Warlords!
No, such situations cannot be viewed simplistically, but for people caught up
in them, as Johannes and Rudi had to be because of their character, their
manner of life, and where they lived, some kind of choice had to be made,
perhaps never a wholly good choice. Surely most attentive readers of the novel
understand the reason for Johannes' last decision, even though it was a
conflicted one. But what about Rudi's choice?
To a creative writer, the Review Essay's other major criticism of
Brightness Remembered is far more unsettling. The characters are said to be
imperfectly realized, some half-drawn, created merely to serve the plot. "One
never knows why they [Rudi and Margaret] act the way they do." "If the reader
has no clear sense of Rudi ... one begins to suspect that Williams herself cannot
see him clearly."
In response to such criticism a writer can only say, "No! Rudi and
Margaret are my favorite characters! I know them as well as I know my own
family!" Yet if readers have no clear sense of these people, admittedly the
writer has failed. Still I wonder: Does the reader expect some one less complex
than a growing, changing human being?
Perhaps learning the genesis of Rudi, for example, will shed light on this
character and his story. In my earliest reading about Swiss immigrants, I was
struck by the high mortality rate among them, on the voyage, of the very old
and the very young, and in the new land sometimes whole families. In Chapter
2, page 17, of The Switzers,old Verena back in Wildhaus mourns, "And, oh, my
little Rudi left there alone!" In White Servitude in South Carolina 96 and in other
source material, I noted instances of orphans taken advantage of by older
immigrants for their headrights (entitlement to bounty settlement). Thus
emerged the child Rudi, then the driven young escapee, later the older
disillusioned hunter. He was not invented to serve the plot. In the second novel
he acted as he did because of who he was and the things that happened to him,
good and bad. He was a victim of the Regulator movement because it was what
it was and he was who he was. Readers may be interested to know that, at least
for this writer, a character comes alive of himself. The people in these novels
assume their own identity-Hans and Cathri in the last one, Elsbeth Rieder in
all three. When Frau Elsbeth begins talking, all I can do is listen. Like her
hearers, I cannot quiet her. Characters insist on going their own way. I did not
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plan for Hans to die in By Wonders and by War. I thought Joggi would die but
that Hans would survive to be part of the next slave-owning generation. But
then I got to know him, the third brother always longing to be equal, to surpass
his older brothers and sisters, to achieve outstandingly, to show everyone who
he really was. Could not the attentive reader see him too?
Then there's Jamie Fraser, a pivotal character in Brightness Remembered,
far more than "Margaret's beau." He is a young man different from those
around him, more conflicted, more frustrated because he is out of place in his
surroundings. Chapter 14, when Jamie make the difficult trip up the country to
find Rudi, is a pivotal chapter. Here the novel's basic themes are explicated:
the redemption of the near derelict, the perennial victim, worked out by the
self-denying effort of an unlikely person (Jamie); and also by the legacy of
goodness, faintly from his old Swiss grandmother, more strongly from
Margaret's grandmother. One theme of this book is our indebtedness to the
past-hence the cover design. Yes, history played a part in what happened to
these people, but they were not invented to serve history.
If one were to write the story of a forty-six year old seaman lost at sea in
World War II, his story would be the result of who he was, a Merchant Marine
volunteer for trans-Atlantic duty, and of what was happening at the time.
Similarly, these novels develop from the interplay of who the people are and
what is happening around them. In my conception, Rudi no more "exists to
illustrate events" than the lost seaman existed to illustrate German submarine
attacks off the North Carolina coast in 1942.
By Wonders and by War

A running criticism in the Review Essay pertains to the supposed
dichotomy between the novelist and the historian, the conflicting aims of the
two united in a novel. In all three novels there are sections where historical
events are related from an omniscient point of view. My sense is that the
reviewer believes these sections should have been omitted, especially the battle
scenes in By Wonders and by War. According to the Essay, "the novelist and
the historian must write at cross purposes: the former is concerned with the
story of individual lives, the latter with the story of the times." Even in the first
seven chapters of The Switzers " ... the historical description matters more to the
author than the people she has created ... " "When the history comes on the
scene, the novel is suspended for a while, sacrificed for a greater purpose."
"The reader is coerced into following the details of the campaigns ... It is here
that one senses that Williams' real interest is in the big picture, not the little
humans." "My reaction to most of the battle history is to ask why the reader
needs to know this ... " " ... for the people caught up in the fray ... it has the effect
of belittling them: they are simply small cogs caught up in a big machine."
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Of course, they were small cogs. After all what did Heiri' s death
matter-or Hans' or Willi's? But Heiri and Hans and Willi mattered. And the
spirit that animated them mattered. A strong thrust of the last novel is that these
lowly militiamen, often maligned and unappreciated, were important cogs,
parts of the whole. But why tell in detail of the battles (or of the journey down
the Rhine or of the ins and outs of the Cherokee War)? Because my people
were in these events, though ifl thought that most readers knew all about them,
I could have omitted much of the narration. But how much does the average
reader, even the well read one, know about the Cherokee Wars or the Regulator
movement, or, for that matter, the role of backcountry South Carolina in
defeating the British in 1780-81? Most people know about the palmetto logs
of Fort Moultrie and the brave Sergeant Jasper who rescued the flag; about the
Swamp Fox Francis Marion (whom of all the partisan leaders I admire most),
but what about the partisans at Musgrove's Mill and Blackstocks; Kings
Mountain and Cowpens? We all know of the Continentals' suffering at Valley
Forge, but what about Greene's ragged, half-starved troops at Eutaw Springs?
My purpose in recounting these battles and sufferings was not to glorify South
Carolina history but to tell what is not generally known so that the larger
significance of Joggi's and Rudi's service, and Heiri's, Willi's and Hans'
deaths might be grasped-and the sacrifice and suffering of Johannes and
Madle Lienhardt too.
In most of what I call historical novels (I do not consider that fine novel,
The Red Badge of Courage, a historical novel as such), the story occurs within
a smaller segment of history, usually fairly well known, as in Conrad Richter's
The Light in the Forest, Elizabeth Madox Roberts' The Great Meadow, and so
the writer does not need to recount it. Even in the longer novel, A Tale of Two
Cities, Dickens does not tell the history of the French Revolution but shows his
characters caught up in its well-known events. But in War and Peace, set
against the panorama of the Napoleonic invasion of Russia, Tolstoy narrates
lengthy segments of history. And in Les Miserables, who can forget Victor
Hugo's omniscient account of Waterloo? In Doctor Zhivago, Boris Pasternak
narrates more briefly some political and military developments. While I do not
claim company with these writers, I am not ashamed to claim them as
precedents.
A last rebuttal to a lesser criticism: the Essay calls "characters reporting
news to each other an awkward device ... Williams relies on more than she
should." The Essay contrasts favorably Rudi' s lack of information (pages 313
ff.) with "the situation at the Lienhardts' place where someone always seems
to be delivering news of battles or troop movements." A look at the map show
why the delivery of news here is only natural. Congarees (Granby) is not on the
frontier but in a fairly well settled area where three rivers meet, where long
established roads converge, the site of older forts and trading posts, now of a
British fort. Some twelve years earlier the Regulator Congress met here. It is
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss3/5
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across the river from the site where, ten years later, the new state capital will
be built. In 1780 it is in the center of the Province where roads and rivers meet.
In contrast, Rudi's family live in a more isolated place, nearer to the frontier.
The writer does appreciate the commendations of the Review Essay to
portions of the novels-although it was humanly impossible for Williams not
to cringe at the phrase, "a clever trick," applied to a highly praised section.
And, of course, these novels do have faults-among others, too many chapters
to get The Switzers going, too much back-story in Chapter 21 about the Battle
of Musgrove's Mill. The picture of the community at the end of the war in
1782 is probably too idealistic. I think now that this particular community was
never restored, for they never rebuilt the church. Members of most families
moved away form the river, although Christian Theus continued to serve there
until at least 1793, largely unappreciated according to the inscription on his
memorial stone. There are bound to be other flaws and mistakes in the novels.
A humiliating one, due to my own faulty transcription, is the wrong date on
page 23 in By Wonders and by War for the Theuses' arrival in South Carolina.
It should read 1735.
Well, who of us is perfect? But no one likes being corrected-especially
if we think we're right and they're wrong. I understand now why one writer
said he never reads his reviews. Another said he believes none of the criticism
and only half the praise. I see their points of view.
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